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by Terry Loftis

Q: You were quoted once as saying that music was
your food and how much you loved it. How much
of your time is devoted to music? Do you wake
up and hit the keys immediately?

A: Well, my life is music, so even if I don’t hit the keys
immediately as soon as I wake up, I am fulfilled by
music. For example, when I wake up and see that it
is raining outside the window, I create music about
rain  in my head.

Q: What were your musical interests as a kid prior
to taking your first lessons?

A: Singing small improvisational songs to Fedex
people… “Why are you here? Who sent us a
package?” and so on…

Q: In listening to your recordings and compositions,
I find an enormous energy, freshness and emotion
that I can’t compare to anyone else. There are
several jazz musicians to whom I listen and think,
“Oh, I hear a touch of Basie, or Oscar Peterson”.
But your sound is all you. What inspires you when
you sit down to compose a tune or to just play?

A: Wow, what a great compliment. Thank you so much.
Everything that moves my heart deeply appears in
my music, including beautiful scenery, the minds of
beautiful people, interesting conversations, amazing
sports games, delicious food… and so on.

Q: Your piano teacher in Shizuoka introduced you to
classical and jazz music. This seems to go against
the norm in classical studies. How did your parents
feel about combining classical and jazz training?

A: My parents were always just happy seeing me enjoy
music. No one in my family has musical training, so
they don’t even know about classical versus jazz
music. For them, music is just music and there are
only two categories – that which they like and that
which they do not. My teacher is actually the same
way. For her, music is music, and that’s why she had
me listen to everything from Bach to The Jackson 5.
She was a big fan of Errol Garner and Oscar Peterson,
which is how I got introduced to jazz music.

Q: Some of your favorite piano players include the
great Ahmad Jamal, Oscar Peterson, Errol Garner
and others. What influence have other Japanese
jazz musicians such as Toshiko Akiyoshi or Yosuke
Yamashita had on your playing and career?

A: Toshiko’s music sounds really rooty and I have been
a big fan of her piano playing. As a composer, her
imagination is so inspirational that I learned a lot
from how she combines different kinds of instruments,
making them sound very strong together. As a
bandleader, I have a deep respect for how much
effort it required for her to keep such a big band
together for such a long time. I can just bow very
deeply.

Q: Have you had an opportunity to meet or work
with any of them?

A: I once did an opening act for Toshiko’s show in Tokyo.

Q: With what musicians have you not yet worked
with whom you’d love to play?

A: Well, he passed away, but someday in heaven,
Frank Zappa.

Q: Your musical taste seems to vary from jazz to
classical to rock. Is there one style you find yourself
listening to consistently?

A: I don’t listen to music by categories. I listen to all
kinds of music consistently.

Q: To what jazz vocalist do you find yourself drawn?

A: Dianne Reeves.

Q: I know that your music is who you are – not work
– but your life. So what do you like to do in
addition to playing music?

A: Watching movies, having a cup of tea at the café,
watching people, and seeing them smile.

Q: At 26, you are on the front end of an explosive
career. Where do you see yourself in the next
ten years?

A: Trying hard to keep creating something new, everyday.

Q: When can we expect you back in Texas for a
show?

A: I played once in Dallas and once in Houston. I just
loved the audiences in Texas. I really hope I can
come back soon.

w/Hiromi Uehara
pianist/composer

Japanese keyboard
sensation Hiromi Uehara
is a recent graduate of the Berklee College of Music in

Boston, but there is already a great deal that she could

teach those in the music world whose ears and minds remain

open. Spiral, released last month on Telrac, offered a glimpse

into the highly creative inner world of a gifted young

pianist/composer whose roots are in jazz but whose potential

is unlimited. Mentored by giants like Oscar Peterson, Ahmad

Jamal and Chick Corea, Hiromi turns tradition on its head

and plunges into a universe of new ideas where others of

her generation have barely scratched the surface. We were

fortunate enough to meet up with Hiromi during the hectic

holiday season.

Hiromi’s recordings are available on the Telarc label.

Another Mind, 2003

Spiral, 2005

Brain, 2004
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Asian Chamber of Commerce December Luncheon

Alice Chen, Richard Cole, Elsie Huang Ryan Hunsacker

Splash Gallery Art Show

Frank Zhang, Connie Ruan, Shelly Fan, George Qiao

Robert Bowser, President of US-China Friendship
Association, Michael Li

Felicia Robinson, Peggy Rhodes, Connie Ruan

Lutos Wu, Quan Hai Pan

Frank Zhang, William Wong

Jun Jie Sun, Jin Cai Cheng

Yuki Rogers, Ron JenkinsBetty Chan, Faye Chin, Diana Selamihardja
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By Justine Hernandez

Join us for our

First Ever Anniversary
Yellow Party

Email your contact info to party@yellowmags.com

Americans are in love with the idea of love. We love to
love. We love to be loved. Valentine’s Day, while not having
originated upon our shores, has assumed a presence that
represents a giant amongst holidays. And its popularity has
trotted around the globe and taken many forms. But when
and where and under what circumstances did such a day
arise? And by whom? No one really knows for certain. The
origin of Valentine’s Day is enveloped in layers of legend
resting in a pool of mystery which is consistent with our
eternal quest to unlock the secrets of love that have eluded
us throughout history.

The Catholic Encyclopedia of 1908 refers to three martyrs
who are considered to be St. Valentine. One was a Roman
priest, Valentinus, who violated Emperor Claudius II’s order
barring soldiers from marriage for the purpose of making
them more dedicated warriors. This St. Valentine secretly
performed such marriages for those who lost their heads
in love only to lose his own following his imprisonment and
execution on February 14, 270 A.D. Another St. Valentine
is said to have been a bishop who defied Claudius’ law
banning the practice of the Christian faith. During his
incarceration his jailer asked him to educate his blind
daughter with whom he subsequently fell in love. Just
before his execution, he passed a note to her and by force
of love and divine intervention, her sight was restored,
allowing her to read the note which closed, “From your

Valentine.” It is believed that these Valentines may have
been one and the same, the priest in Rome having become
a Bishop of Interamma (now Terni). And, finally, there is
a legend of a third St. Valentine who suffered along with
companions in Africa and about whom little else is known.

The middle of February has been associated with love
and fertility since ancient times. In Greece, the period
between mid-February and mid-March celebrated the
marriage of Zeus and Hera; in Rome, February 15th marked
the festival of Lupercus, the god of fertility. The feast of
St. Valentine was first declared by Pope Gelasius I on
February 14, 496. The first written linkage between February
14th and romantic love was in 1381 by the author Geoffrey
Chaucer who referenced the belief in France and England
that that was the date upon which birds paired off to mate.

By the 17th century the giving of Valentine gifts had
begun. In England, wooden spoons were carved with etchings
of hearts, locks and keys, suggesting the unlocking of
hearts. The spoons were worn on the recipients’shirt sleeves
for a week, giving rise to the saying, “He wears his heart
on his sleeve.”

The Greeting Card Association estimates that more than
1 billion Valentine’s cards are exchanged worldwide, second
in volume only to Christmas. It also estimates that women
are responsible for 85% of those purchases. Love is very
much in the air (mail) during this season.
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By Philip Cusimano

Braida “Il Baciale” 2002.
From one of Italy’s most important houses comes this Barbera
blended with Pinot Noir. “Il Baciale” was the name given in
older times to the village matchmaker; and, this marriage between
Barbera and Pinot Noir is a match made in heaven. It is medium-
bodied with bright red berry fruit and subdued hints of pepper
and spice. Smooth and velvety, it is best served with red meats
and game. $24.00

Menage  a Trois.
From FOLIE a DEAUX, a white wine from California, “Menage
a Trois” is a French phrase that means……well let’s just say it’s
a French phrase. But, for the money, this is a neat sip of wine.
Not great or serious, but fun. It is a blend of Chenin Blanc,
Chardonnay and Moscato. The color is so clear it’s almost
transparent. You ‘re hit with a quick jolt of tropical and citrus
fruit that is gone as quickly as it came. It is great as a cocktail
and perfect for Asian cuisine. $9.50

Zeni Moscato Rosa 2004.
This is a unique dessert wine from the house of Zeni, a terrific
boutique producer located in Italy’s Trentino region. Dark rose
colored and 100% Moscato. A still wine, that is elegant and
fruity with rich, full-bodied, bold flavor, part port and part dry
sherry. Serve by itself or with biscotti, cakes, dry cookies, and
all types of cheeses. Available only in half-bottles. $30.00

February is the month that we celebrate St. Valentine’s
Day. It is thought to have originated in Rome during the
third century. Legend has it that the Roman emperor
Claudius believed that marriage and romance were
conditions that weakened the development of an aggressive
and fearless army. Hence, he outlawed marriage altogether.

At the time, a priest named Valentine defied the
emperor’s directive and continued to secretly perform
marriages.  Once discovered, he was tortured and executed.
Valentine’s Day has evolved from an observance of

martyrdom to a time when our attention turns to all
things having to do with love, including the wine we enjoy
on the occasion. After all, love goes best with wine. One
need only observe the ceremonies of marriage, which
almost always includes a toast to the bride and groom.

Most importantly, wine serves as a facilitator of romance,
which is due to its inherent attribute of being most
enjoyed in the company of others. This is a beverage that
is uniquely social. You can drink beer and liquor by
yourself and still enjoy their taste. But wine must be

shared to be truly appreciated. No one prefers to drink
a great vintage alone. On the contrary, special bottles are
saved for the right occasion when they may be properly
savored with others.

So, wine is most enjoyed when consumed in
the company of good friends, family members or a
paramour. All of these are relationships characterized
by love. Now, whether “you are with the one you love
or love the one you are with”, here are some selections
you can share.

Wine Goes Best With Love
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These are some of the
words and concepts that
come to mind when I
ponder the essence of
Splash Gallery near Bellaire
Blvd. and Corporate Drive.

Traveling within the
expansive boundaries that
encompass Houston, it
would appear that there are

as many stores, restaurants and countless
other business establishments as there are
grains of sand in a vast desert. Our task
at Yellow Magazine is to seek out those
establishments that bring forth a story
setting them apart from their peers. In
essence, we seek to highlight businesses
that comprise a refreshing oasis within our
desert where you may relax for a bit and,
hopefully, reflect upon a story that is new,
fresh and meaningful.

Frank Zhang is a co-owner of Splash
gallery. When his father, Yuan Hao, was a

child in a Chinese Catholic school he
was captivated by the illustrations

that filled the pages of his bible.
While the other children were
outside playing, little Hao
entertained himself by studying
the colorful pages. As a young

adult, he entered what is still
considered to be the most

prestigious art school in China, the
Beijing Central Academy of Art. It was
1949, the year that the People’s Republic
of China was formally established. Under
the leadership of Chairman Mao Zedong,
a strong alliance with the Soviet Union
was immediately forged.

Politics quickly clamped a
strong hold upon the country’s
art community, forcing it to
adopt new styles of artistic
expression to emphasize the
birth of a new nation. Since

oil painting had no history in China, it
was selected as the medium of choice.
Young Chinese art students such as Yuan
Hao were sent to Leningrad to learn how
to paint in the style of Soviet social realism.
Soviet teachers returned to China to train
its most promising art students.
Subsequently, these artists produced
important historical paintings on a grand
scale, which were commissioned by the
government and showcased in official
buildings and museums. Unlike paintings
executed prior to 1949, they drew upon a
Western style that included the use of
perspective, shadow and color. Beyond
that, they depicted scenes of national
accomplishment such as the completion
of significant public construction projects
and focused upon the working class.
Representations of fruits and other
aesthetic images were absent from art
during this period. In fact, during the
Cultural Revolution (1964–1974), artists
destroyed their work if it appeared to run
afoul of the newly established acceptable
standards.

Throughout that period and beyond, the
artistic trends in China paralleled the
prominent political influences and nuances
that developed. In recent years, some refer
to an emergence of an “artistic democracy”
within the country. Notwithstanding that
formal art organizations remain within
the control of old-school artists, a decidedly
less restrictive political climate coupled
with international demand for Chinese art
has encouraged an increasingly expressive
and creative supply of paintings and other
art forms.

Yuan Hao and his wife, Wen Zhang, met
while they were students and, subsequently,
continued their love for art by teaching at
the Guang Zhou Fine Arts College. He
taught oil painting and she taught
watercolor and lacquer painting. Presently

retired, the couple continues to play an
active role in the promotion of Chinese art
by capitalizing upon their intimate
relationship with Chinese artists and their
son’s Houston based Splash Gallery. The
work of five artists is displayed throughout
the gallery on a rotating basis. Their
techniques are diverse and represent a
refreshingly rich variety of subject matter
that has culminated from decades of
political and cultural pressures. The final
products are artistically compelling.

Fami ly.  His tory.  Nat iona l i sm.
Globalization. Cultural Revolution. Artistic
Evolution. The human experience is often
balanced and circular. Experience Splash
Gallery. Experience the renaissance of
Chinese painting.

Riding a Wave of
Chinese Painting

Splash Gallery is located at 6515 Corporate Drive, #M1, Houston, TX 77036. The gallery is open
Tuesday through Sunday from 11:00am until 5:00pm. For more information, please call 713.270.8008.

By Henri Merceron

Splash Gallery
Family.
History.

Nationalism.
Globalization.

Cultural Revolution.
Artistic Evolution.

Quan Pan and Frank Zhang are the

owners of Splash Gallery. Each of the

men is an artist and their work is

displayed at their gallery and elsewhere.

In the back of the gallery, Mr. Pan teaches

painting to children and adults on the

weekends, while also running the day-

to-day operations.

Frank received a degree from the Guang

Zhou Fine Arts College in China, where

his parents taught. He sought an

associate degree in fine arts and a

bachelors degree in industrial design in

the U.S. because, at the time,

the computer technology

resources in China were

inadequate and he had an

appetite for modern techniques

of design. During the week,

Frank is employed as a package

designer. In addition, he exercises his

creative ambitions by providing interior

design services to new Chinese

restaurants. His latest project is the Sino

Café near Dairy Ashford and Memorial.

Yuan Hao

Wen Zhang

Painting by Frank Zhang

Frank Zhang

Yuan Hao
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International Décor Gallery
2501 South Shepherd Drive, Houston, TX 77019
713-527-0523, internationaldecorgallery.com

The Art of Harmony
February 10 to March 31, 2006
Featuring the exquisite modern and traditional works
of Asian Artists: Wang Qi, Liang-Chern Hsu, Peihong
Endris, Sirun Guan, Monica Barry and Mari Omori.
For more information call 713-527-0523.

If you would like your event listed, please email the information to web@yellowmags.com.

Stafford Centre Performing Arts Theatre
10505 Cash Rd. Stafford, TX 77477
713-569-6543, gala.ntdtv.com

The 2006 NTDTV Chinese
New Year Global Gala:
“Myths and Legends”
February 19, 2006 7:30 pm
New Tang Dynasty TV, the largest
global independent Chinese TV
station, will bring a truly authentic
Chinese New Year Celebration to
Houston. With the theme “Myths
and Legends”, the New Year Gala
showcases traditional Chinese music,
dancing, and songs that relive
legendary stories passed down
through the generations. Chinese
people believe their ancient culture
was a gift from heaven, and NTDTV’s
New Year Gala will bring the beauty
of “the land of divine” to you and
your loved ones. For more
information call 713-569-6543 or
purchase online at gala.ntdtv.com.

Tansu
321 B W. 19th Street Houston, TX 77008
713-880-5100, tansustyle.com

Presenting a wide variety of exceptional products that will inspire you to
develop a conscious and personal relationship with the atmosphere you create
in both your home and your life. Tansu also offers workshops on making your
own greeting cards, handmade books, and origami art, in addition to origami
classes, Chinese calligraphy workshops, and Chinese watercolor classes. For
more information visit tansustyle.com.

Splash Gallery
6515 Corporate Dr. #M1, Houston, TX 77036
713-270-8008

Featuring Asian artists from China, and also offering painting classes.

Viet’s Art Gallery
12924 Bellaire Blvd., Houston, TX
713-298-4045, by appointment only

Showing a variety of Asian artists.

Hanson Galleries
Uptown Park  1101-10 Uptown Park  713-552-1242
Memorial City Mall, 303 Memorial City 713-984-1242

A premier retailer of American fine crafts, Hanson Galleries offers a selection
ranging from the $18 gift item to breathtaking one-of-a-kind custom art
pieces by America’s most talented artists.

Gallery 19
327 19th St., Houston, TX
713-426-2414, gallery19.org

Displaying over 28 Houston artists, showcasing an extensive range of pieces,
including paintings, sculpture, abstracts, and photography.
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JAPAN
The Mary Chocolate Company introduced Valentine’s Day

to Japan in 1958 as part of its marketing initiative. It
succeeded. Half of all chocolate sold in Japan occurs around
February 14th. At great expense, women give chocolate to
all the men they know – family, friends, co-workers and
lovers. To all except the last, they give “giri-choco”
(obligation chocolate); lovers receive “honmei choco”
(prospective winner chocolate).

Not to be outdone, marshmallow manufacturers introduced
“White Day” to be celebrated on March 14th on which day
men were to give candy and marshmallows to women. Since
men only reciprocate to women with whom they have a
romantic connection, the volume of giving is much lower
than for Valentine’s Day.

CHINA, TAIWAN, HONG KONG, SINGAPORE
Chinese culture had already provided for a day of love.

On the seventh day of the seventh lunar month they
celebrate the love between a cowherd (represented by the
star Altair) and the seventh sister (represented by the star
Vega) who are separated by obligation and the Milky Way.
Once a year they are permitted to meet when all the
magpies in the world join to form a temporary bridge that
crosses the Milky Way so that they may have a day together.

Celebration of Valentine’s Day on February 14th  has
gained in popularity over time along with the Western
tradition of exchanging gifts, cards, flowers and candy.
Traditionalists are a little concerned about the growth of
this holiday that is rooted in Western culture and the
potential impact upon their own culture.

KOREA
Koreans have adopted the Japanese manner of celebrating

Valentine’s Day and White Day. In a very considerate
manner, they have added Black Day that is celebrated on
April 14th and is reserved for young people who are single.
On this day, they wear black clothes, eat jia jiang (black
noodles) and drink black coffee together.

INDIA
Similar to China, the Western manner of celebrating

February 14th is gaining a foothold with the younger
generation. Hindu nationalist parties are also concerned
about the impact upon their culture and have sought to
disrupt the increasing recognition of Valentine’s Day by
aggressive means.

THAILAND
Rather than viewing the trend towards recognizing

Valentine’s Day as an affront to its traditional values and
culture, Thailand capitalizes upon the holiday to promote
them. They sponsor such events as the world’s largest mass
wedding, the world’s largest underwater wedding and even
staged the spectacle of a wedding between the world’s
largest groom and bride who happened to be – elephants!
Hosting Valentine’s Day events has proven to be an effective
approach to highlighting traditional Thai wedding
ceremonies, cuisine and entertainment, while also increasing
tourism revenue.

As with so many things in today’s world, globalization
has influenced the celebration of St. Valentine’s Day.
Here is how the day is celebrated in various Asian
countries. By Henri Merceron

Perhaps the best measure of the Asian adoption of Valentine’s Day is the location of Hallmark printing
facilities in Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Shanghai. And while cards are printed in numerous
Asian languages, the biggest sellers are those that are written in English. It would appear that the
best way to impress your sweetheart with how “hip” you are is to send him or her a Valentine’s card
in English. Even of the words are not understood by the giver and recipient, it would appear not
to matter as love IS the universal language, understood by all.

Asian Valentines:
Not red, but more
than black and white
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Her
Brown Stripe Pant by Vanessa Riley $180. Vanessa Riley London Boutique
Top by Roberto Cavalli $575 . Neiman Marcus
Gold Sequin Cami Top by Mandalay $628. Gregory’s Houston
Rose Rings by Sandra Garcia  $575. and $675.
Red Shoes by Alexander McQueen $750. Gregory’s Houston

Him
Red Ribbon Edge Pant by Alexander McQueen $408. Gregory’s Houston
Sweater by Alexander McQueen $798. Gregory’s Houston
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Floral Shirt by D Squared $450. Gregory’s Houston
Jeans by D Squared $598. Gregory’s Houston
Boots by D Squared $695.Gregory’s Houston
Belt by Ferragamo $285. Neiman Marcus
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Lace Puff Cami by Lulu $178. Gregory’s Houston
Silk Lace Edge Top by Lulu $250. Gregory’s Houston
Skirt by Yves Saint Laurent $2790. Neiman Marcus
Pearl Earrings by Vanessa Riley $79. Vanessa Riley London Boutique
Purse by Judith Leiber $2395. Neiman Marcus
Rings by Sandra Garcia $575 to $675.
Red Shoes by Alexander McQueen $750. Gregory’s Houston
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Her
Rose Pant by Roberto Cavalli $665. Neiman Marcus
Strapless Velvet Top by Cigana $225. Gregory’s Houston
Coat by Vanessa Riley $2200. Vanessa Riley London Boutique
Rose Earrings in Hair $89. Vanessa Riley London Boutique
Red Shoes by Alexander McQueen $750. Gregory’s Houston
Rose Rings by Sandra Garcia $575. and $675.

Him
Jeans by D Squared $598.
Tattoo T-Shirt by Faith Venck $125.
Button Leather Jacket by D2. $2995.
Boot by D Squared $695.
All from Gregory’s Houston
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Her
Jewel Dress by Tahiliani $358. Gregory’s Houston
Red Shoes by Alexander McQueen $750. Gregory’s Houston
Barbie Purse by Judith Leiber $1550. Neiman Marcus

Him
Jacket by Brioni $3695. Neiman Marcus
Pink Shirt by Prada $340. Neiman Marcus
Jean by D Squared $598. Gregory’s Houston
Belt by Ferragamo $285. Neiman Marcus
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Kerwin McKenzie is a freelance travel writer
based in Houston, Texas. He travels about
350,000 miles per year. You can check out
his Web site at cruisinaltitude.com.

South America is an undiscovered tourist continent. It is home

to a number of cities that rival those of Europe and other parts of

the world. As such, they offer a sense of adventure and discovery,

perfect for the season of love surrounding Saint Valentine’s Day.

Buenos Aires, Argentina, is such a city, located in the middle of

South America and resting on the bank of the Rio de Plata.

Getting there is a breeze from Houston as Continental Airlines

now offers daily nonstop service. Other airlines offer other routes

that include stopovers. Either way, you will depart at night and

arrive just before noon the next day about 10 hours

later. Check the websites of your favorite hotels

and the online travel agencies such as

Expedia.com, Orbitz.com or Travelocity.com

for local hotels. The current exchange rate

is just under 3 Argentine pesos to 1 U.S.

dollar. Accommodations and food are

inexpensive by American standards.

From the the Buenos Aires airport, you

can get to the city in less than an hour via

the express airport bus for about 27 pesos

or by cab for about 53 pesos. Alternatively, if

you are feeling adventuresome, you can take the

local bus for about 3 pesos. Of course, it takes a little

longer but you have the opportunity to see the mix of native

and French architecture that is evident throughout the local

neighborhoods.

A fleet of taxis is available to make traveling around the city

convenient and inexpensive. You may want to brush up on your

Spanish as taxi drivers generally do not speak English well. Public

transportation is very efficient, offering both bus and subway service

throughout the city at a cost of 0.70 pesos per trip. A ten-trip card

may be purchased for 7 pesos.

Buenos Aires is famous for its steaks and wines. You will not

be disappointed as there is an abundance of fine restaurants

from which you may choose. You will not have to travel far to find

them, either.

No trip to Buenos Aires would be complete without visiting La

Recoleta, the city’s first public cemetery. Here you will view the

tombs of many famous Argentines including María Eva Duarte de

Perón (Evita), who died in 1952.

Following this somber visit, lift your spirits (pun intended) by

going to La Boca, the birthplace of Tango. You will immediately

know when you have arrived once you see the brightly colored

buildings.

The city is full of exotic sights such as the spectacular Obelisco

in the Plaza de la República on the impressive Avenida

9 de Julio which widens to ten lanes in some places;

the pink colored Casa Rosada in Monserrat near

Plaza de Mayo; The Colon Theatre and Opera

House and the Catedral Metropolitana in Plaza

de Mayo, just to name a few.

Shoppers are encouraged to drop by two

of the better areas; Florida Street between

Avenida Corrientes and Plaza L.G. San Martin,

and Avenida Santa Fé at Avenida Pueyrredón

(the Pueyrredón subway stop on Line D).

Buquebus (www.buquebus.com) offers boat

service from the Port of Buenos Aires to three

charming cities across the river in Uruguay. Colonia,

Montevideo (the capital) and Punta del Este each impart a sense

of romance by virtue of their quaint and unique characteristics.

You will be able to secure more favorable fares by booking early,

whether you are traveling first class or economy. The boats are well

maintained, clean, air-conditioned and provide seating similar to

that found on airplanes. Small food concessions are available and

the Duty Free shop is abuzz with shoppers.

Back in Argentina, consider taking a flight from the Jorge Newberry

Airport to Ushuaia in the Patagonia area in the southern part of

the country. The most southern city in the world, Ushuaia’s location

offers visitors a chance to enjoy spectacular views of the sea,

mountains and forests, simultaneously. The entire island is a tax

free zone, representing a veritable Valentine Day shopper’s paradise

where a huge selection of imported and indigenous wares are

available for purchase.

Return flights to the U.S. always leave late at night so you will

need to make arrangements with the hotel to keep your baggage

after you check out. Get to the airport 2-3 hours before your

departure as it is very busy at night. Nonstop flights will deliver

you in Houston at the crack of dawn. It is a new day like most

others, except different. It seems bathed in the radiance of romance

that endures from a Valentine Vacation well travelled. Warm. Sweet.

And delicious.

with Kerwin McKenzie
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Lexis Florist Super Pink Rose
Heart Arrangement

This unique heart-shaped Super Pink Rose arrangement will
express your love in a major way! Be sure to place your order

early because this is one of their hottest items.
lexisflorist.com 5785 San Felipe 713.975.9700

Harajuku Lovers Hoodie & Panty Set
Gwen Stefani’s newest design project, Harajuku Lovers captures the

irresistibly cute style of young Japanese fashionistas.
fredflare.com
Hoodie, $85.

Set of three panties, $44.

Tarte Some Like it Hot Mini Candle Set
Set the mood with the sweet scent of soft flowers

and delectable gourmand essences that are sure to melt
your honey’s heart.

sephora.com or Sephora, Houston Galleria
$45.

Iron Horse
Vineyards 2000

Brut Rosé
Start the evening

right with a toast to
your Valentine. This
is the wildest of the

Iron Horse
Sparklings and
surprisingly the

driest. Vibrant in both
color and taste, it is
pure exuberance.

Spec’s
Around $25.

Dylan’s Candy Bar
Hot Chocolate Gift Basket

Stay home with your sweetie and get cozy on
Valentine’s Day and enjoy the most delicious

hot chocolate you've ever tasted.
dylanscandybar.com or

Dylan’s Candy Bar, Houston Galleria
$39.

By Tina Hernandez

Naughty
Secretary Club

Rock’n Roll
Charm

Necklace
Rock your

sweetheart’s world
with an adorable
charm necklace

featuring a vintage
red heart note

charm, genuine
Fender guitar pick,

and mini record.
fredflare.com

$18.

Prada Intense Deluxe
Eau de Parfum

Any woman will love spritzing herself
with Prada’s fragrance – a tempting
blend of Musk, Mandarin Flower,
Mimosa India, Rose, Patchouli,

Raspberry, Vanilla, Sandalwood oil –
just to name a few.

sephora.com or Sephora stores
Intense Deluxe Eau de Parfum

Refillable Spray
1.7 oz, $125.

Shutterfly Custom Made Photo Book
Turn loving memories with your sweetheart into a treasured keepsake.
Choose from several different layouts and leather, suede-finish, and

satin-finish covers in assorted colors.
shutterfly.com

Measures 8.75” x 11.25"
Suede and satin-finish covers start around $30. for 20 pages

Leather covers start around $40. for 20 pages

LUSH Fresh
Handmade
Cosmetics

According to LUSH, they
who bathe together, stay
together. LUSH’s Love

Stack heart shaped bath set
includes creamy pink candy
Rock Star soap, Tisty Tosty
rose bath bomb and a Soft
Coeur chocolate and honey

massage bar.
lush.com

Around $30.

John Derian Decoupage Collectibles
Decoupage couldn’t be cooler than this. When you give someone a

handmade John Derian creation, you’re giving a gift as unique as the
person you’re giving it to.

johnderian.com or sloan/hall
4” x  9” Arrow Tray $79.

Crystal Dome Heart Paperweight $60.
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Asian American Bar Association Executive Installation Banquet

Jason Luong, Sue Freshour, Warren Huang, Judy Liu, Peter Nguyen, Emily Nguyen Cuong Le, Hugh Chong, Tri Nguyen Tina Nguyen, Jane Nguyen, Jenny Phan, Tom Tong

Cuong Le, Kristy Ton Lynn Kramer, Jenny Phan, Joseph Yao Dan Chen Trien Vu, Andrea Tran Diane Yoo, Derick Mendoza

Mark Gilbreth, Christina Vega, Annette Schmidt, Bill SchmidtT. Chyau Liang, Ph.D., Isabel SongJerome Vielman, Ron JenkinsJudge Antonia Ingversen, Helene Dang, Simon Nguyen

Tri Nguyen and the 2006 AABA Officers
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Hope Initiative, Inc. (“HI”) is a group of Asian students who
seek to promote vibrant and prosperous Vietnamese communities
in Vietnam and abroad through the reduction of poverty, child
development, and community enrichment programs. HI’s
humanitarian platform focuses upon three primary objectives:

1) Reduce poverty and improve living conditions in Vietnam
2) Improve the lives of Vietnamese children through child

development and advocacy
3) Foster Vietnamese community development through

educational and cultural enrichment programs
As a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, HI sponsors several

fundraising projects designed to raise donations for the orphans
in Vietnam. The Hope Initiative Calendar displays college women
in traditional cultural Vietnamese ao dai dresses. Other fundraising
events include an annual concert dinner and annual athletic
events, which include Dragon Boat Races, Slam for Charity
Basketball Tournament, Spike for Charity Volleyball Tournament,
and Putting Fore the Future Golf Tournament. The golf tournament
is scheduled for Saturday, February 25, 2006, at Lake Windcrest
Golf Club in Magnolia, Texas.

 I had the opportunity to interview Hope Initiative incoming
president, Ms. Teresa Mai about her goals and aspirations.

Tell us a little about your background.

I am a third year college student at the
University of Saint Thomas, studying Biology
and Theology. I will continue to pursue my
medical education at the University of Texas
Medical School in Houston in the fall of
2007. Besides volunteering with Hope
Initiative, I am an active member of the

Vietnamese Students Association & American Chemical Society
at UST, Nhom Tre, Lend a Hand, CTTDVN Youth Ministry, and
the Vietnamese Culture and Science Association.

How did you get involved with Hope Initiative?

I began in HI as a model for the 2006 calendar, but started to

take part in planning and actively participating in more than
just the calendar - such as the Hope Benefit Charity Concert
and the HI Charity Basketball Tournament. I really liked working
behind the scenes planning, organizing, and looking for sponsors.

How was your modeling experience? What inspired you to
seek a more active role with HI?

I savored modeling, because it was a once in a lifetime for me
to be pampered with makeup and cameras. (She laughs) But
honestly, I enjoy getting involved because it allows me to work
to my greatest potential. Though it’s great to feel pretty, the
greater feeling is that you are helping someone less fortunate
– the charity is for the orphans in Vietnam. In fact, that is why
I decided to join the calendar committee this year.

What are your plans for HI to go beyond its boundaries? In
other words, what are your goals/expectations/visions as
the new president of HI?

To maximize our potential aid to the motherland [Vietnam], I
plan to integrate more with other organizations with similar
goals. We are also beginning to work with the media more
frequently to update the community about our progress. I am
in the process of working with the Vietnamese television
network, SBTN, to expose their viewers to HI and its vital cause
to “develop vibrant and prosperous Vietnamese communities in
Vietnam and abroad through poverty reduction, child
development, and community enrichment programs.”

Do you have any other comments on HI and comments for
prospective members/donors/sponsors?

To our generous sponsors and supporters: We greatly appreciate
your kind hearts. Without your constant help and support, we
could not have helped as many orphans as we have.

To our prospective members: We invite anyone who has a
compassionate heart for those less fortunate to attend our next
HI meeting to see how you can help give hope to those in need.

You can learn more about Hope Initiative at hionline.org.

Where there’s Hope, there’s a way

Teresa Mai’s
calendar photo

By Tammy Vu

Phi Nguyen, Father Hoa, Teresa Mai, the new HI President, and Tammy Vu

Tammy Vu with children in Vietnam
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Hope Initiative Fundraising Calendar
Launch Party at Tropioca

Terry Huynh, Christina Nguyen, Ngoc Tran, Teresa Mai, Tina Pham, Vy Le

Phi Nguyen, Kevin Yu, Tammy Vu

James Tran, Linh-Bach Nguyen, Teresa Mai, Tammy Vu, David Vinh, Thanh-Kim Le

Michael Dang

Isabelle Gonzales, Tammy Vu, Holland Nguyen

Hope Initiative calendars are available at hionline.org
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with Wanda Williams

Seville In Spring
Camilla Rigid Gauchos

Cropped in Dark Seville ($154.00)
by 7 For All Mankind

Nordstroms, Houston, TX, (832) 201-2700

Mother Knows Best
Shell Thongs with Mother-Of-Pearl Centerpiece

available in Bronze or Gold ($225.00)
by Bo’em
vivre.com

How To Create The Perfect Fresh Face
Limited Edition Botan Cosmetic Brush

($375.00) by Shu Uemura
shuuemura-usa.com

Brace Yourself!
Velvet Jeweled Bracelet

($395.00)
by Vera Wang

net-a-porter.com

Handmade Precious Metal
Gold-Plated Sterling Silver Woven Basket
Minaudieres - evening bags handwoven in

Thailand ($300.00)
by Vivre
vivre.com

Take The Plunge
Plunging Dress with Knot in Olive,
Eggplant & Turquoise ($275.00)

by Mason Michelle
thefashionpulse.com

Instant Popularity
Coach Poppy Gallery Tote ($398.00)

by Coach
coach.com or

Coach – Galleria, Houston, TX  (713) 622-1705

As Fresh As New
Fabric Fresh 8 oz. bottle available in 4 scents: Classic, Lady, Baby, & Cedar ($12.00)

by The Laundress
thelaundress.com or Longoria Collection, Houston, TX (713) 621-4241

ready for fun, sun
Well get ready to

& relaxation?
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